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Figure 1: Process flow of twitter based Wikipedia articles controversy evaluation 
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Sr# Tweets Score 

1 I’m guessing that the opposition is more likely about “harm” to children in gay marriage, not the 
sole purpose of breeding.  

-0.25 

2 You need to look up what marriage is, because gay marriage is not redefining it, considering the 
history 

+0.3 

3 absolutely. Same with feminist movement, gay marriage, etc. really just to undermine the 
institutions that exist  

0.2 

4 if those against allowing gay marriage base their position on breeding, then let us also disallow 
marriage between heterosexual nonbreeders  

-0.7 

5 extreme conservatives love to tout out the slippery slope that gay marriage would bring were it put 
in place. the one we're on is far scarier  

+0.2 

Evaluation Metrics F1 Score Precision Recall Accuracy 

Obtained results 

Table 2: Evaluation results for the performance of  proposed system 

Table 1: Example tweets sentences with positive sentiment score (GREEN), negative sentiment score 

(RED) and neutral sentiment score (BLUE) 
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